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As will be reflected in the public session and executive session meeting minutes, the Board of 

Trustees of the University of Wyoming met in Laramie, Wyoming, Wednesday, May 13 through 

Friday, May 15, 2015.  The meeting was held at the Marian H. Rochelle Gateway Center.  The 

Audit and Fiscal Integrity, Biennium Budget, and Facilities Contracting committees met Tuesday 

evening, May 12.  The Board convened at 7:30 a.m. on Wednesday, May 13 with executive 

session.  The Board covered several topics that day including a Clery Act update, community 

college update, capital construction, operating budgets, and the presidential search.  That evening, 

the Board attended an informal dinner.   

On Thursday, May 14, the Board began covered several topics such as the science initiative, capital 

facilities, and financial management.  The Board also attended the dedication of the “Breaking 

Through” sculpture.  That afternoon, the Board took a break so several members could attend the 

commencement ceremonies at the University of Wyoming at Casper.     

On Friday, May 15, the Board discussed meeting schedules and Board committee structure.  The 

Board also had their business meeting in the morning before concluding to attend the 2015 

commencement ceremonies.  Several Board members also attended additional commencement 

ceremonies on Saturday, May 16.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Clery Act, Samp 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING:  

UW Police Chief Mike Samp shared information on the Clery Report with the Board.  He 

explained the different statistics that were gathered, and noted that the University has an 

emergency text alert system to notify students, staff, and faculty if needed.  He explained that the 

University also has a daily log of the reported crime, which is sent to administration each day.  He 

noted that this document is a public record.  Chief Samp shared how the police department is 

capturing more data on sexual assaults, which is why there in an increase in the number reported 

through the Clery Report.  He explained the difference between robberies and burglaries.  He also 

stated that alcohol statistics are down this year, and noted that several departments on campus have 

taken aggressive action towards this problem.  There was also a decrease in drug related incidents, 

and 2013 was a record-low year.  The police force expected these numbers to increase in 2014, but 

the numbers actually decreased.  Chief Samp did not know what caused the decrease.  He noted 

that DUI numbers were stable and unchanging.  There was one hate crime last year that was 

reported, and it was property related.  Chief Samp explained that two new categories that were 

added to the Clery Report, domestic violence and stalking, so there is only limited data.  Chief 

Samp noted that he believes UW will see an increase in stalking, especially electronically stalking, 

and that the campus is addressing this issue through new curriculum.  The UW Police department 

has also done extensive outreach this year through the Adopt-a-Cop program, which is a 

community policing effort that pairs officers with different areas on campus they have an interest 

in.  The Rape Aggression Defense System, a personal defense course for women, has also proven 

successful, as has the community response to Active Shooter, which trains people on how to react 

to an active shooter.  

UW President Dick McGinity asked where the alcohol incidents outside the residence halls 

occurred on campus.  Chief Samp noted that they occur on adjacent streets to UW and at athletic 

events.  He further noted that alcohol numbers in 2014 are close to the 10 year average, but drug 

numbers in 2014 would have been at an all-time high compared to five years ago.  UW President 

McGinity asked what initiatives are working to reduce these incident rates.  Chief Samp noted that 

the campus is diligently working to reduce alcohol offenses, and that there have been different 

initiatives, but, in reality, there is more of a comprehensive approach to addressing this issue.  

Enforcement is one aspect of addressing the problem, but so are the variety of educational 

components.  Chief Samp then explained how there is intensive alcohol education for first year 

students, but there is little follow up with older students.  He noted how these initiatives tie in with 
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other statewide initiatives.  He also discussed the legalization of marijuana in Colorado and how 

it is affecting Wyoming. 

Trustee Dave Bostrom thanked Chief Samp for UW Police Department’s efforts.  He asked what 

UW’s steps are for over-intoxication, and cited a recent event at CU Denver with a student.  Chief 

Samp responded that the residence hall staff are very well trained and responsive to these 

situations.  

Trustee Dick Scarlett asked if the Clery Report included suicides.  Chief Samp responded that it 

did not, but that UW has several programs to address this, such as the Gatekeeper’s Training and 

the Lifesavers Coalition.  UWPD also does crisis intervention training for dealing with situations 

when someone is depressed and engaging in criminal behavior, as it may be more of a mental 

health issue than a criminal issue.   

Trustee Michelle Sullivan noted that she was impressed with the comprehensiveness of the 

programs at UW.  She inquired about the protocols that were in place to address sexual assault on 

campus.  Chief Samp noted that they are working closely with Stop Violence and SAFE Project.  

He also noted that victims can use an anonymous reporting system and evidence collection kit.  
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Introductions and Recognitions 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 

Vice President for Academic Affairs David Jones explained that receiving the Army ROTC 

Program Cochise Award and having Distinguished Military graduates is a great honor.  UW was 

selected for this award because of the high number and high quality of officers it produces.  In 

2014, UW had two of these graduates, and in 2015, it has six.  He noted that one of these 

candidates, Aaron Goodwin, is ranked ninth in the nation.  The UW Army ROTC program is also 

being considered nationally for the General Douglas MacArthur Award for Overall Excellence.  

Lieutenant Colonel Mitch Day is one of eight finalists for an award for professor military sciences.  

Lieutenant Colonel Day noted that these awards have nothing to do with him, but rather with all 

the support from UW and the community, from faculty, Vice President Jones, Interim Associate 

Vice President Alyson Hagy, and Vice President for Student Affairs Sara Axelson.  He shared a 

story about how a kinesiology professor had made it to the hospital before him to see a student, 

and that this dedication to students is not seen around the nation.  He thanked the Board for 

everything they do.   

Vice President for Student Affairs Sara Axelson honored Ahmed Balogun, the former President of 

the Associated Students of the University of Wyoming.  She noted that he accomplished a lot 

during his term, including heading the WyoVocal program to get more student participation in 

student government.  He has also played a critical role in the tuition and fees discussion.  Vice 

President Axelson shared that Ahmed will be finishing up his degree this fall and starting graduate 

school at UW.   

Vice President Axelson next introduced the new ASUW President, Brian Schueler, and Vice 

President Emily Kath.  ASUW President Schueler is from Buffalo, Wyoming and has studied in 

China, speaks Mandarin, and is active in student government and his fraternity.  He is studying 

international studies and economics.  ASUW Vice President Emily Kath is from Powell, 

Wyoming, and is studying communication and political science.  She noted that many students 

have double majors.  She stated that Emily is active in her sorority, mortar board, and student 

government.  She has also had two internships, one with Senator Barrasso and one last summer in 

Italy with a newspaper.   

Vice President Jones recognized outgoing Faculty Senate Chair Ed Janak.  He noted that there was 

a lot of change last year, and UW was lucky to have Dr. Janak as the Faculty Senate Chair.  He 

thanked Dr. Janak for his enthusiasm, and for continually challenging the administration to engage 
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with faculty and faculty government.  He noted that he also challenged faculty to step up and take 

more of a leadership role.  Vice President Jones thanked Dr. Janak for his service.   

Vice President Jones next introduced Tucker Readdy, Assistant Professor in Kinesiology and 

Health, who is the incoming Faculty Senate Chair.  Dr. Readdy has wide range of interest in his 

field, with much of that interest in the many dimensions of college athletics.  He studies the 

communication and interaction between coaches and athletes, and the transitions that occur for 

athletes.  He is an active consultant for sports psychology.  He noted that there will be a smooth 

transition between the two chairs.   

Vice President Bill Mai mentioned that this section of the meeting makes him realize how fast a 

year goes by.  He thanked Staff Senate Chair Rachel Stevens for her service and noted that Aaron 

Sullivent is the new Staff Senate President.  He commented that outgoing Staff Senate Chair 

Stevens has worked at UW for 8 years, recently transitioning from the College of Business to the 

College of Pharmacy.  Vice President Mai noted that she is truly one of the unrecognized heroes 

of UW that helps hold this place together.  He also noted that she did a terrific job with Staff Senate 

Recognition day.  In addition to all the extra duties she has taken on at work, she also has a young 

daughter.  He thanked her for her service.  

Vice President for Government and Community Affairs Chris Boswell introduced Meredith Asay, 

who is replacing Dave Gruver as the Special Advisor to the President for External Relations, as 

Mr. Gruver is now the Director of the Legislative Services Office.  Vice President Boswell noted 

that Ms. Asay is from Cheyenne, and holds a bachelors from UW, as well as Master of Laws and 

Juris Doctor Degrees from Georgetown.  Vice President Boswell noted that he has worked with 

Ms. Asay in former Governor Freudenthal’s office, where she was a policy advisor and covered 

important topics such as healthcare, military issues, early childhood issues, and domestic violence.  

She has also worked at the Wyoming Department of Health, where she handled Medicare and the 

Affordable Care Act. He noted that she would be an invaluable asset to the President’s Office.   

[Note: this final introduction and recognition came during the business meeting on Friday, May 

12. 2015].  Vice President Sara Axelson introduced two of top graduates this spring who won the 

Tobin and Spitaleri awards.  She noted that they were selected over 2,000 graduates.  She explained 

the process and the criteria for selection: academic achievement, involved campus, citizenship, 

character.   She shared each of the student’s background.   Both students thanked the Board and 

shared their future plans.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Community College Collaboration/Course Transfer, Hagy/Noel 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 

Interim Associate Vice President Alyson Hagy updated the Board on the progress being made on 

articulation with the community colleges.  She shared that the community colleges presidents have 

an interest in this process.  In the last two months, Patrice Noel, Director of Transfer Relations, 

has been diligently working to finalize the ongoing negations.  Interim Associate Vice President 

Hagy referred the Board to the articulation scorecard that was distributed, and noted that if the 

program is highlighted in gold, the agreement is complete.  She explained that UW is anticipating 

that the scorecard to be nearly all gold in the next three months, with 3 categorical exceptions, 

including as Petroleum Engineering, because community colleges do not have the faculty to 

support the first two years of this program.  She also noted that UW does not expect the community 

colleges to provide the first two years of all the 90 degree programs at UW, and that UW is making 

sure that the University and the community colleges are using resources wisely.  She mentioned 

that another area that may not be fully complete is fields where community colleges are requiring 

more than 64 credits for their program, as UW and the community colleges cannot sign two-plus-

two programs in these cases.   

Interim Associate Vice President Hagy noted that she hopes UW and the community colleges can 

come to an agreement on the issue of credit hours.  The third categorical area that many not fully 

be finished is where the faculty have not yet agreed on a program.  She noted that this is a small 

group, and that she would be working with this group this summer.  She explained that UW will 

be pursuing a soft sell with these programs.  She also noted that UW has made several good 

decisions to further this process, such as reducing the required number of upper division courses 

from 48 to 42, which will greatly help students who are pursuing online bachelor degrees.  She 

thanked Faculty Senate Chair Ed Janak for his help on this process.  She noted there has been a lot 

of interest in the four year plans, including interest from high schools for their dual and concurrent 

enrollment students.  Interim Associate Vice President Hagy noted that the advising issue will still 

need to be addressed statewide, and this process will not be successful unless it is supported by 

good advising.  She added that advising is handled differently around the state, and these structural 

differences will need to be addressed.   

Director Noel stated that she feels good about the articulation progress being made.  She thinks 

the two-plus-two and 4 year plans contain important, useful information for students and 

stakeholders.  She noted that advising will improve with the information that is provided through 

these plans.  She stated that many people are taking an interest in the process, including legislators.  

She noted that UW is keeping this process positive, and is encouraging good relationships.  She 
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stated that she and Interim Associate Vice President Hagy will identify which programs to 

articulate next in the coming months.   

Trustee Dave Bostrom thanked Director Noel and Interim Vice President Hagy, and noted that it 

is critical to Wyoming to be on one system.  He then asked if some of the problems relating to 

articulation and two-plus-two programs in the science and engineering fields was due to lack of 

specialized lab equipment and facilities at community colleges.   

Interim Associate Vice President Hagy noted that he thought perhaps Laramie County Community 

College used some UW lab space to address this issue.  She noted that Northwest College has the 

will, faculty, and facilities to do a two-plus-two plan.  She added that Casper College does not 

have resources.  Director Noel responded that once the initial articulation group completes the 

articulation agreements, UW can look at other options to address these issues such as reverse 

transferring and 1 plus 3 programs.  Interim Vice President Hagy noted that the College of 

Engineering is working to address this issue.   

Trustee Larry Gubbels noted that he spoke with the new president of Eastern Wyoming College, 

and asked him how he thought the relationship with UW was progressing.  Trustee Gubbels stated 

that the new president said the communication is improving and it is 100% better than when he 

started.   

Trustee Mike Massie noted that this is building on a policy the Board adopted about automatic 

admission: if a student graduates from a community college, then they are automatically admitted 

to UW.  He noted that research shows that students with associate’s degrees do as well as students 

who started at UW, so it is important that they get a two year degree.   

Trustee Jeff Marsh commented on the one-plus-three programs and their ability to be used by high 

school kids taking community college courses.  He added that those students should be identified.  

Interim Associate Vice President Hagy and Director Noel noted that they are addressing this issue.  

They visited Newcastle High School, which has a great dual/concurrent enrollment program.  

Interim Associate vice President Hagy discussed the different common courses that high school 

students should be taking.  Director Noel noted that they will work on rolling out this program 

with school districts.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Phil Nicholas, President of the Senate, and other Legislators meet 

with Trustees re: Capital Construction 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 

Senator Phil Nicholas thanked the Board for having this presentation on capital construction, the 

historic preservation plan, and the exterior design on current and future projects.  He noted that his 

purpose for being here is to discuss the possibility of having a policy that would make the exterior 

of a building the number one priority for construction.  He added that he has been asking for a 

trustee lead effort to articulate and identify the importance of exterior construction.  Senator 

Nicholas commented that UW had a historical study done by outside experts, which was very 

useful and informative.  He shared some highlights from the study, and noted the unique aspects 

of the UW campus, such as Prexy’s Pasture.  He noted that he and Senator Rothfuss met with these 

consultants, and their desire is to make a plan for UW to become greater.  He added that he has 

participated in designing a few buildings on campus, and each building needs to reflect UW’s 

vision and add to the dignity and strength of UW.  He noted that he always asked the architects 

what the vision was for the buildings, and they could not answer.  UW needs to address this 

question and decide the vision so it can be communicated to the architects.  He noted that architects 

and engineers will create a building that matches the vision if they are told what the vision is.  

Without being told the vision, architects spend a few hours on campus and then design something 

that is their idea.  Senator Nicholas noted that this vision stage needs to happen early in the process 

because once the design progresses too far, it is too difficult and expensive to change.  He 

explained the different findings of the historical study, which emphasizes the natural colors of 

Wyoming.  He discussed the importance of maintaining the collegiate, gothic architecture that is 

unique on Prexy’s pasture, and further discussed the specific styles around campus.  He also 

explained his experience with the design of the Enzi STEM building.   

 

Senator Nicholas noted that it would have been easy to make some design changes on the Enzi 

STEM if there had been design rules in place.  He explained that some architects and faculty 

members want to leave their mark behind and influence the design, but that creates inconsistences 

and will not be appealing in 50-60 years.  UW needs to look attractive in order to recruit students.  

He stated that campuses do make a difference, and that UW’s architecture sets it apart from the 

community colleges.  He noted that the report done by the consulting firm includes many 

resources, and that while interior space is important, to accommodate a larger interior, the architect 

is carving out the exterior.  Senator Nicholas stated that no one ever advocates for the exterior, so 

it is often value engineered out.  However, people likely wanted the buildings around Prexy’s 

pasture to be larger than they are, but they did not sacrifice the exterior for space.  He explained 
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the history of the Hitchcock family and how they had a plan, which is why the initial buildings 

look consistent.  Now, architects are not local.  He noted that a beautiful campus will act as a 

recruiting tool.  He stated that UW needs to give an architect direction and let them know the 

exterior is the number one priority.  He noted that this is a good time and the Board has good 

people to consider this issue.   

Senator Chris Rothfuss agreed with Senator Nicholas.  He noted that the firm that prepared the 

report was good.  He also shared examples of when UW was successful and unsuccessful at 

building buildings, such as the addition to the engineering building that you can see from Prexy’s 

and how that did not match the original exteriors.  He stated that putting best practices in place 

with a policy from the trustees will help guide the architects.  He noted that he has seen a strong 

emphasis on square footage or block shaped buildings to get the most for construction dollars.  He 

commented that he is happy to see the Board considering this topic, and that UW should not trade 

quality for square footage.   

 

Senator Nicholas noted that typically architects will not criticize one another.  However, the firm 

that created the report gave honest criticism about what was done incorrectly.  He shared examples 

of how this issue was approached with renovations to the Capitol, and noted that clear 

communication was needed early on.  He added that walking through Prexy’s Pasture makes 

someone proud, but that is not the feeling someone gets when walking through Lewis Street.   

Trustee Dave Palmerlee mentioned that the Trustees have a facilities committee, and that this is a 

matter of discussion for the committee. 

 

Trustee John Macpherson thanked Senators Nicholas and Rothfuss for coming, and noted that their 

appearance is timely considering the topics being discussed by the committee.    

Trustee John McKinley commented that the committee met last night and discussed a delivery 

process for construction.  He noted that they needed a process to address this issue, and that they 

are coming up with a process.  He explained that they are envisioning an exterior design committee 

that would consist of five members and would provide early input to architectural firm and that 

input would include consideration for the exterior design to be consistent with the historical 

buildings on campus and the UW historic preservation plan.  He shared the example of the Arena 

Auditorium renovation, and the different options within that project.  He noted that a five person 

exterior committee for this project could be a member of the legislature, a trustee, a unit 

representative, an administrator, someone from the foundation and someone from the community.  

This committee could have a few meetings with the architect early on in the process to make sure 

the firm understands the importance of the exterior.   

 

Trustee Michelle Sullivan noted that she cares about this process a lot, and she understands 

importance of the feeling of a campus.  She added that she hopes everyone considers this process 

and envisions a campus with dignity and prestige.  She also urged everyone to think of the campus 

as a public space, where the movement of people happens between buildings.  She emphasized the 

importance of Prexy’s Pasture.  Campus needs to be thought of as a whole.  She noted that one 

wonderful aspect of public space is that it can change over time.  There are many wonderful 

initiatives happening on campuses across the nation that are utilizing the space in between 

buildings for food trucks, performing arts, and other creative outlets.    
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Trustee Mike Massie commented that the historic preservation plan has a chapter on landscaping.  

It provides not only guidance for the buildings but also for the whole picture.  He thanked the 

Albany County Delegation and legislature for their assistance.  He noted that there were concerns 

about the demolition of Merica Hall, and that the consultants who prepared the plan were top notch.    

Senator Nicholas noted that there has been a notion that certain areas of campus are exempt from 

these qualifications.  He mentioned that the indoor practice facility has made an effort to remain 

consistent with the rest of campus, and a large part of this is the landscaping.  He noted that he and 

fellow legislators hear a lot of complaints about construction management, and they listen to them.  

He shared several examples of landscaping on campus and noted that landscaping must be 

considered in advance due to the high altitude.  He noted that responsibility needs to be taken for 

landscaping decisions and these need to be part of UW’s plan.   

 

Senator Rothfuss expressed appreciation for the committee, and noted that the perhaps it would be 

helpful to have the firm that prepared the historic preservation plan review design documents early 

on in order to give suggestions.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Presentation on Residence Halls 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING:  

Vice President for Administration Bill Mai updated the Board and guests on the current residence 

halls situation.  He commented that the Board has been discussing buildings on campus in various 

forms throughout this meeting.  He stated that the buildings on campus are due to the generosity 

of the Wyoming State Legislature.  During the 2014 session, the legislature asked the University 

to study the residence hall situation.  UW undertook a level 1 study to see how other universities 

are approaching their residence halls.  The study found that UW has antiquated residence halls that 

are close to 50 years old and are limited in the kinds of changes that can be made to them.  Vice 

President Mai noted that while there is a lot of building happening on campus, the residence halls 

are a key component to the function of the University, as all freshman are required to live in dorms.  

He also noted that student’s expectations for residence life have changed.  He explained that it is 

expensive to change the residence halls, and it is not feasible to fund the entirety of the project on 

student fees.  He also noted that there is not enough bonding capacity for UW to bond the entire 

project.  He explained that UW cannot undertake this project all at once; rather, the project will 

occur in phases and each of the phases is likely to be expensive.  He noted that the next phase in 

the process is to continue with a level 2 planning effort.  He then introduced a representative from 

the consulting firm, Mr. Kurt Haapala.   

 

Mr. Haapala thanked everyone for attending the presentation.  He noted that the consulting firm 

has created some residence hall concepts based on what students and UW has told them.  He invited 

guests to ask questions as he proceeds through his presentation.  Mr. Haapala noted that housing 

matters to students, and that today’s students are learning both inside and outside the classroom.  

Housing plays a critical role in guiding the students’ growth and development through the 

programing that occurs in housing.  He commented that housing is not an auxiliary service on 

campus; rather, it is part of the campus experience.  Mr. Happala reviewed the bed capacity for the 

current residence halls and explained that they were designed to accommodate the increase of 

students after World War II.  He also shared some challenges with the site, such as the parking 

situation and its long and narrow shape.   

 

Mr. Haapala shared key findings from the market and peer analysis that his firm conducted.  He 

commented that many students move off campus after freshman year.  He shared the calculated 

demand analysis, which is slightly conservative and has most students at living in double suite 

environments.  He shared the results of their online survey, which showed that there is a lack of 

open space and there are conflicts with parking, which lead to safety issues.  He shared the concepts 
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for the single and double suites, and noted that these numbers could be flexible.  He explained the 

building typology and community size with 35 students to one resident assistance.  He noted that 

the new residence halls would have additional program areas, student residential areas, community 

kitchens, study rooms, and building support spaces.  The current plan proposes 10 buildings with 

4-6 stories.  He reviewed floor layouts and amenities, such as floor lounges, nooks, storage, and 

laundry lounges, and support spaces for Freshman Interest Groups.  He also shared the plans for 

dining, including a new dining facility and retail bakery.  He noted that Washakie is at capacity.   

Mr. Haapala shared the building typologies.  He explained that the ground level would house 

academic and large social spaces, as well as the kitchens.  He noted that all spaces are designed to 

have passive and active encounters and that different spaces were designed so students have 

different encounters.  There will be a lot of daylight and open stairs to encourage healthy living.  

He also noted that they are trying to make the residence halls a destination space on campus for all 

students.   

 

Mr. Haapala shared bird eye levels views of the residence hall plans, and explained that there 

would be an east and west community joined by dining and bakery retails.  The goal is for this area 

to feel like a public plaza with lots of green space.  He shared further studies, and more details 

about the dining facilities.  He noted that the current plan is proposing to eliminate vehicle traffic 

except emergency vehicles, which is what the students stated they wanted in the surveys.  Lost 

parking will be accommodated by building a parking garage.  He also explained how there would 

be corridors to replace the tunnels, as students noted they like the usability of the tunnels.   

Mr. Haapala then shared the phasing of the project, which would start on the eastern side with the 

removal of Crane Hall and the building of a new residence hall.  The next phase would create the 

central plaza with dining facilities.  The final phase would consist of finishing the western section.  

He noted that this is possibly a ten year plan, but it can adjusted.   

 

One guest asked about the plans for Greek life, as their living situation is not ideal.  Mr. Haapala 

noted that this was part of the planning conversations, but noted that these were political 

conversations, as the Greek system does carry a strong voice.  There was discussion on if UW had 

a role/responsibility to assist the Greek system.   

 

Several participants asked questions about wind studies, and expressed concern that the current 

layout may create a wind tunnel.  Participants noted that they wanted the consulting firm to 

seriously consider wind and run studies in their planning.   

Others asked about international students, and if there was any though of providing specialized 

housing for them.  Mr. Haapala noted that a more in-depth design process can consider this and 

Vice President Axelson noted that they asked the consulting firm to mainly focus on freshman and 

sophomore’s needs, not nontraditional housing.   

 

There was further discussion on parking and the pedestrian areas.  Mr. Haapala noted that no 

parking demand study was done, and that this will be a topic that will be studied in depth later on.  

Participants also noted the traffic problems on 15th and Ivinson and the importance of the wind and 

safety factors when designing this area.   
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Others asked about the building lifetime.  Mr. Haapala noted that would depend on budget.  

Wooden frame facilities last 50 years, but higher quality materials would allow for 75-100 year 

buildings.  He noted that this will be covered in level 2 planning.   

 

There was further discussion on the heights of the buildings, and Mr. Haapala noted that these 

could be adjusted for enrollment growth but he recommends no higher than 6 stories.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Presidential Search Planning Committee Report 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 

 

Part I: Wednesday, May 13 at 1:00 p.m. 

Trustee MacPherson began by noting that the presidential search process will be important.  He 

stated that he is reporting to the Board today that the committee, consistent with their assigned 

task, has taken action to facilitate this process.  He commented that the committee received positive 

feedback in the newspaper, as well as a surprising amount of feedback via the website and email.  

He explained that the committee held hearings in Laramie on May 4 and 5, 2015.  He discussed 

the different meetings that were held on these days, and stated that all were positive meetings, and 

that there were many benefits to holding these meetings and people were appreciative.  He added 

that the students that the committee met with were very impressive.  Trustee MacPherson noted 

that they learned a lot and summarized some of the main points.  People requested an open process 

where finalists come to campus and present.  Some participants commented that a search firm 

should be engaged, perhaps using hybrid process, and the firm’s duties may be limited.  Others 

argued that a search committee should handle the process, and the search committee should 

represent all stakeholders but not be too large.  Some participants felt that there should be regular 

press releases, so people can understand what is going on.  Trustee MacPherson noted that the final 

hiring decision should remain with the trustees.  The trustees should consider input, but make the 

final decision.  He commented that time is critical, and that Vice Presidents feel that potential 

candidates should visit campus in February or March at the latest.  Trustee MacPherson added that 

during this time, there would also be a provost search occurring.  Because of the relationships 

between the president and provost, the president would need to have input into the provost 

selection.  He also noted that some of the qualities that participants expressed a desire for in 

searching for the next president included: a person related to Wyoming, no age discrimination, a 

younger candidate, high energy, an ability to deal with people and the legislature, and academic 

affairs experience.   

 

Trustee Mel Baldwin commented that he envisions having these types meetings once per year on 

no particular topic so that the trustees can visit with staff and faculty.  He noted that he was 

surprised by the amount of emotion present.  He sensed from several groups that they feel like they 

are part of the UW family, and they care about UW and its students. He also noted that he heard a 

lot about the morale issues on campus, which was having a negative impact.  He commented that 

the ASUW group was impressive and that Trustee MacPherson was good chairman.  He stated that 

participants commented extensively on an open search process, but that participants recognized 

that a completely open process is not possible; however, participants did want the finalists to visit 
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campus.  Input on the use of a search firm was mixed, and it a search firm is used, it needs to be 

used carefully.  Trustee Baldwin noted that participants said that vetting of candidates should take 

place from variety of groups.  The search committee should not be huge, but should include all 

stakeholders.  He noted that timing is critical and that there was a lot of input on the qualifications 

of a president.   

 

Trustee Michelle Sullivan commented that this experience was a great gift as new trustee, and she 

enjoyed hearing from constituents and appreciated the staff.  From her perspective, she heard 

comments surrounding three areas: the process, qualifications of a president, and intangibles.  She 

noted that she was moved by the conversation with staff senate and how meaningful it was for the 

staff to have had opportunity to share their ideas.  She added that everyone should have a role in 

recruitment, and that UW has not done this as well as it could have.  She hopes that there will be 

a diverse applicant pool, as many participants wanted this.  Many participants referenced the dean 

searches and the amount of male applicants.  She also noted that communication about the process 

is critical.  Parts of the process must remain private, but it is important to communicate what is 

happening and build feedback loops into the process.  She noted that if a search firm is used, it 

needs to support but not supplant the process.  The trustees need to give clear direction to the 

search firm.  She mentioned that some desired presidential qualities she heard included 

understanding the land grant mission, understanding the role of academia and how it differs from 

the private sector, appreciating the global economy of Wyoming, and recognizing the need for 

service to the state and the ties to community colleges system.  UW needs to meet external 

constituents more than half way.  The candidate needs to be passionate about Wyoming and able 

to see the opportunities Wyoming presents.  She noted that many people referenced Phil Dubois 

as a successful president.  Finally, she added that some of the intangibles she saw was the amount 

of emotion surrounding this topic, and that it was critical for constituents that the Trustees took 

this step.   

 

Trustee Mike Massie commented that he would not repeat what had already been stated.  He noted 

that there needs to be a sense of urgency in the process, and that participants wanted an open search 

process.  He mentioned that there was a bit of disagreement about when to open the process, but 

most participants wanted finalists to be made public.  In regard to the search committee, Trustee 

Massie noted that a few participants stated that the most efficient process was to have one 

committee from start to finish.  He added that participants were split on the desired size of the 

committee.  He noted that the largest division in recommendations was in regard to hiring a search 

firm.  Participants in favor of a search firm stated that the search firm needs to be focused on the 

needs of the committee; the committee should use the search firm as a tool in the process.  Trustee 

Massie noted that some participants had also asked about the budget for the hiring process and 

where the funding would come from.  He added that there have been discussions of where the staff 

support will come from.  He noted that the Association of Governing Boards has lots of material 

online for a presidential search process.  He mentioned that some of their materials recommend 

not changing board presidents while having a new president come in.   

 

Trustee John Macpherson commented that the committee has fulfilled the request of the motion.  

He noted that it makes sense to have this same committee move forward in the developing process, 
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but they should not necessarily complete the process or serve on the search committee.  He added 

that the committee is willing to develop a recommendation on the search process for the Board to 

approve.  The committee could establish the timeline and the Board could review and discuss the 

proposal at the June meeting.  At that time, a committee could be appointed to implement this 

process.  He noted the committee would not be offended if the Board wanted to select a different 

committee to formulate the search process recommendations.    

 

Trustee Larry Gubbels responded that he would like to see the committee continue with creating 

recommendations.  Trustee Dave Palmerlee stated that he will reappoint the committee and add 

Dave Bostrom to the committee.  He also noted that if any other Trustee wants to be on the 

committee, he would be happy to appoint them.    

 

Trustee Michelle Sullivan again emphasized the importance of utilizing networks to recruit 

candidates, as many qualified people are not necessarily looking for a new job.  She noted that 

human contact is critical to recruiting these types of people.   

 

Trustee Jeff Marsh noted that recruitment, as he understands it, takes a different approach than just 

using a search firm.  He added that people do have good connections, and they should be 

encouraged to reach out.   

 

Trustee Baldwin also noted that an area of differing opinions was in regard to if the president 

needed to come from an academic or nonacademic background.  He added that, when the time 

comes, this decision will have to be carefully crafted.   

 

Trustee MacPherson mentioned that the new dean of the Law School’s brother is the chancellor at 

LSU, and he is willing to visit with the trustees about the selection process.  He noted that 

participants wanted an open process.  He stated that personally, his opinion is that a confidential 

search process would produce better candidates, as it would be difficult for sitting presidents to 

apply in an open search process.  He noted that the Association of Governing Boards recommends 

using a confidential process.  However, if the Board pursues a confidential process, UW would 

face litigation, and UW does not have time for this.  Therefore, Trustee MacPherson stated that he 

supports an open search process.   

 

Trustee Bostrom mentioned that when defining the search process, the trustees must be careful to 

not allow one person to be carry the banner for a certain candidate throughout the whole process.  

He noted that the trustees should have two search committees with two different sets of people.  

There could be one or two people that complete the whole process.  Having two committees would 

also allow more Board members to be involved.    

 

Trustee President Palmerlee added that it was important to him to have maximum participation by 

all board members so no trustee has to make an uninformed vote.  He noted that the two different 

committees worked well when they were used last time.  He also noted that the trustees should 

decide upon the size of the search committee and who should be on it.  Trustee Marsh commented 
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on the two search committee process, and noted that there could also be a hybrid process, as was 

suggested during the hearing on campus in May.   

 

Trustee MacPherson stated that he has drafted a preliminary outline of search committee 

composition consisting of 5-6 trustees, 2 faculty members, 1 staff member, 1 representative from 

the foundation, 1 external representative, and 1 student.  He noted that this would be a cohesive 

group and that if the trustees decided to do two committees, all the trustees could be involved.   

 

Trustee Massie mentioned that he received a comment from a retired professor who had lead 

several successful searches in Connecticut.  This professor recommended having a large search 

committee that is consistent throughout the process.  In order to combat the size of the committee, 

it can have a smaller steering committee that does the administrative work.  This steering 

committee could bring back the applicants to the large committee to be vetted.   

ASUW President Brain Schueler noted that it is important to have a student on the committee, but 

it may be better to have two students on the committee so one student does not feel over-powered 

or unable to voice his opinion.   

 

Mary Kay Hill noted that it is very easy to first discuss who should be on the committee, but before 

that there needs to be a deeper discussion of what needs to be done and accomplished throughout 

this process and then assign people to the tasks that best fit them.  Trustee Dave True agreed.   

 

Trustee John McKinley noted that perhaps there needs to be a community college representative 

on the committee, as this may help relationships going forward.  Trustee Gubbels asked if a 

member of legislature also needs to be on the committee.   

 

Trustee MacPherson noted that he does not have any preconceived notions about who should be 

on the committee, but noted that the committee should not get too large.    

Staff Senate Chair Rachel Stevens commented that the use of a search firm needs to be clearly 

identified ahead of time and needs to be a tool of the committee instead of running the process.  

She noted that whoever is selected to represent the different groups on the search committee must 

be selected carefully.    

 

Trustee President Palmerlee referenced an article that he had read, and noted that the dean search 

committees were successful at finding good candidates and were able to communicate to them the 

opportunities occurring in Wyoming.  Trustee President Palmerlee noted that they need to seek 

advice from people involved in these searches.  He added that UW may need some professional 

help to tell its story.  He also noted that UW needs to determine what it wants the candidate to do.  

This board has some major visions and goals for UW, and candidates should be expected to take 

these goals on.   

 

There was discussion between Trustee Marsh and President McGinity on recruiting and succession 

planning, and how approaching this task from a standpoint of succession planning maybe useful.   

Trustee Massie noted that the committee could develop a plan and provide this plan to the Board 

before the June 15 meeting.  He also noted that the board could come to an agreement on what 
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qualities are needed in a president and what goals need to be accomplished during the June 

meeting.   

 

Trustee Scarlett noted that Trustee Mike Massie and his mutual acquaintance could come talk to 

the Board and give advice.  Trustee Massie agreed and there was further discussion on this topic 

and on articulating the goals of the presidency.   

 

Incoming Faculty Senate Chair Tucker Readdy commented that the trustees need to keep 

communication lines open throughout this process.   

 

Trustee President Dave Palmerlee explained how the vetting process occurred in the previous 

presidential search, and noted that it was a complicated process.  He stated that the Board must 

move beyond the candidate’s references, as they will all be good.  Somehow, the Board must 

receive non-reference information, perhaps by visiting the candidate in his home environment.   

Trustee MacPherson noted that this is where process failed last time.  There was further discussion 

on visiting candidates in their home environment.  Staff Senate Chair Rachel Stevens commented 

that there are strong networks in academia, and that if people on campus are asked to give their 

opinions on candidates, they will be able to make calls and provide the trustees with information 

if they would like.   

 

Part II: Thursday, May 15, 2015 at 1:30 p.m.  

Trustee John MacPherson motioned that the Board of Trustees adopt an open process in the 

Presidential Search in which the names and application materials of the finalists are made public.  

Further, the finalists shall attend interviews with and make presentations to students, staff, faculty, 

and members of the public on the UW Laramie campus, through the compressed video network, 

and perhaps elsewhere in the state as scheduled by UW. 

Trustee John MacPherson made a second motion that the presidential candidate finalists shall visit 

the UW campus and any other locations in the state that UW may arrange during the initial weeks 

of the 2016 spring semester but no later than February 29th.  

Trustee John MacPherson made a third motion to amend the motion passed at the April Board 

meeting that created the Presidential Search Planning Committee to extend its mission to 

developing a plan that provides the mechanisms, timeline and other details for the search, vetting, 

and selection of a new UW president.  The committee shall submit its proposed plan to the entire 

board at least one week before the June 15, 2015 board meeting, where it will be reviewed. The 

Board president may expand the committee’s membership by one board member.  

Trustee Mike Massie seconded the motions.  All were in favor; the vote passed unanimously.  

Trustee President Dave Palmerlee named Trustee Dave Bostrom as the new member of the 

committee.   

Trustee MacPherson led a follow-up discussion on the Provost Search.  He noted that Vice 

President for Academic Affairs David Jones has announced that he is leaving his position, and that 

it is important in the selection of the Provost to think about the faculty.  The Board needs to 

recognize the importance of the Provost and that person’s relationship with the University 
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President.  He added that it is extremely important that the two people work together.  He noted 

that UW does not want to hire a president and then find out that he is unable to work with the 

provost.  He added that the president plays a critical role in deciding upon a provost.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  University Strategic Plan Progress, McGinity/Jones 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 

UW President Dick McGinity noted that the University is now in its fourth University Planning 

process.  This plan will cover six years and will include metrics as well as concepts.  The purpose 

of this plan is to begin a longer term planning process that is quantitative as well as conceptual.  

This will become a document that can be shared with applicants.   

Vice President for Academic Affairs David Jones commented that most institutional strategic plans 

are based on a conceptual framework.  UW’s plan is trying to incorporate metrics to measure 

success.  He noted that UW may not achieve all of the objectives, but will at least be able to see 

the progress made towards these objectives.  The plan needs better metrics, which is being 

addressed at this phase in the planning process.  He noted that many people have been working 

diligently on this process, and he thanked them for their efforts.  He mentioned that the first goal 

of the strategic plan relates to preparing successful graduates.  He shared some metrics being used 

to measure this goal, such as increasing enrollment, retention, and graduation rates of students.  

The second main goal of the plans relates to academic excellence.  He shared some examples of 

objectives, such as increasing the amount of experimental learning students have. He noted that to 

track information like this, UW will have to gather data from departments and the registrar.  Vice 

President Jones stated that another metric would be the amount of faculty and student research 

occurring at UW.  This metric could be tracked by keeping a list of the number of internal and 

external research awards given to faculty and students.  Data on student and faculty presentations 

at conferences could also be tracked.  UW could also track how many proposal are submitted and 

how many of those receive funding.  Vice President Jones noted that competition for research 

dollars is fierce, and yet many faculty are applying for funds.  The number of peer-reviewed 

publications and books could also be tracked.  By keeping track of these metrics, UW can show 

all the successful work it is doing.  A third main goal relates to statewide engagement.  UW has 

been tracking community college articulation, and this could also be part of the metrics.  Other 

areas that could be measure include engagement with K-12 schools, Saturday University, and the 

Ann Simpson Artmobile.   

UW President McGinity added that these metrics could change, but they give an idea of how to 

quantify the work UW is doing.  Ultimately, UW needs a long term plan that integrates academic 

programs, finances, cash flows, and facilities.   

Trustee Mike Massie commented that this plan sounds good.  He asked if the plan contains 

information on the areas of excellent in each college.  He inquired as to if, over the next five years, 
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the current areas of excellence will remain the same, or if there will be new areas of excellence 

based on the needs of the state and students.  He noted that he hopes UW will get out of the process 

of letting others outside of the institution define its areas of excellence.  UW needs to define them 

internally.  He asserted that UW needs to consider the disciplines that are not areas of excellence, 

and what these disciplines need to provide a solid education.  Trustee Massie asked what 

disciplines UW is offering that are no longer needed based on demands.  He also noted that student 

recruitment is an important goal, but asked whether the plan will include information on how UW 

will achieve these goals and acquire the resources needed to achieve them.  

Vice President Jones responded that there is always debate about which programs are listed as 

areas of distinction.  In order to address this issue, one idea is to list challenges that this area is 

facing in the next five years, such as economic development, water, and health, and then the areas 

of distinction would be derived from programs who are meeting those challenges.  Some 

departments are concerned that if they are not an area of distinction, they will not get any resources.  

By listing challenges instead of programs, it allows programs to become distinguished.  Vice 

President Jones noted that UW also needs to look at the number of majors, but the deans now have 

management over their own positions, so they will start managing that themselves.  There was 

further discussion of if areas of excellence should be determined internally and externally, and 

several trustees stated that UW needs to be proactive in order to have areas rise to a level of 

distinction.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  FY 2015 Operating budget adjustment, FY 2016 Operating 

budget preliminary overview, and FY 2017-2018 Budget Request Issues Overview 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 

FY 2015 Operating Budget Adjustment 

Vice President for Administration Bill Mai explained that an adjustment needs to be made to the 

FY15 operating budget.  He noted that a handout was being distributed to the Board.  He 

explained that in a previous action, the Board increased tuition.  At that time, the Board was 

asked to hold back 1% of the total increase because UW was unsure of enrollment number and 

the amount of tuition dollars that would be generated.  He noted that now UW is at a safe level, 

and these funds can be released.  He explained how these funds would be allocated, and asked 

the Board for permission to do so.  There was some discussion of if UW was ready to release 

these funds or if it should wait longer.  Vice President Mai noted that he was not comfortable 

distributing the full 1% at this time, so he was only asking the trustees approve 0.5%.  Trustee 

Dave Bostrom moved that Vice President Mai’s request be added to the consent agenda.  Trustee 

Mel Baldwin seconded.  All were in favor; the vote passed unanimously.  
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FY 2016 Operating Budget Preliminary Overview 

Vice President for Administration Bill Mai asked the Board to turn to the handout, which tries to 

foresee the changes from the FY15 budget to the FY16 budget.  He explained the amount 

appropriated for compensation, and how tuition dollars also contributed to compensation.  He 

noted that during the 2015 legislative session, the state appropriated $1 million for recruitment and 

retention.  He referenced the handout to explain how compensation funds would be distributed.   

Associate Vice President for Administration Janet Lowe explained some of the matching funds 

UW is receiving and where the private and grant matching funds are coming from.  She noted that 

this is a little complicated, as UW typically does not have matching funds in its operating budget.  

She explained that UW has had matching funds for facilities in the past, but matching funds for 

programmatic expenditures is new.  She added that the Board would have to approve these funds 

in the 2016 budget.  

Vice President Mai reviewed UW’s capital construction projects and their matches (if applicable), 

including the high altitude training center, the Science Initiative level 2 plan, the High Bay 

Research Facility, and the engineering building.  Vice President Mai also noted that the WWAMI 

program will receiving funding for curriculum changes.  Associate Vice President Lowe shared 

information on the section I and section II raises, which will both be given under the same 

guidelines.  Vice President Mai also noted that the grants now placed in section II funding will be 

pulled out and put in section III funding for FY16.   

Trustee President Dave Palmerlee inquired as to if a trustee was strongly in favor of engineering 

and law, would there be the possibility of giving engineering and law more money than other 

departments.  He asked if the trustees have had this discussion.  Vice President Mai noted that he 

did not think the trustees discussed that directly.  He noted that the money is allocated by number 

of employees in each department, but that the Board does have the ability to choose how the funds 

are allocated.  He shared an example from last year on how the administration recommended they 

were excluded from the pay raises.   

Trustee Dave True asked if section II compensation increases were going to be funded via grants.  

Associate Vice President Lowe noted that was about 50% accurate.  Section II raises will be grant 

funded to the extent that the grant can bear the cost of the raises.  Section II employees’ raises will 

be based on student fees, bookstore revenues, etc.  Those fees have already been raised by the 

board to cover these increases.  

Trustee John MacPherson asked what happens if a department wants to give a certain professor 

more.  Vice President Mai noted that if they are a section I employee, then the department must 

find it within their budget, and then can ask Academic Affairs, Administration, or the President 

for more.  Trustee McKinley asked where those funds come from.  Vice President Mai noted that 

Vice President Jones has funds available for colleges, and those funds are capped.  In other times, 

the funds could have been reallocated from another college.  There was then discussion of reporting 

lines, and how they are not reported.  
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FY 2017-2018 Budget Request Issues Overview 

Vice President for Administration Bill Mai then transitioned the Board into a discussion of UW’s 

FY17 and FY18 budget.  Trustee John McKinley commented that the biennium budget committee 

met last night.  He also noted that this committee and the committee chaired by Trustee True will 

not overlap.  This committee will focus on the FY17 and FY18 and budget process.  The committee 

will meet again this summer and have a discussion regarding a draft budget.  Then the committee 

will discuss the budget at the July meeting.  The final Board approval will occur at the August 

meeting.  He noted that the committee did not want to present a series of uncompleted spreadsheets 

so it will be most efficient to wait until we have a draft budget at the end of June.  The committee 

did have a discussion in regard to the priorities and types of projects and funding to be included in 

the budget.  Trustee President Dave Palmerlee asked if a trustee would like to see extra funds to a 

certain department, how they would advocate for this in the budget process. 

Vice President Mai noted that trustees can forward their requests to the committee or 

administration.  The administration is meeting at least once a week to prepare the budget.  Trustee 

John McKinley noted that he anticipated those discussion will occur at the July meeting.  He added 

that based on discussions from last night, there will be 3-4 main priorities that will consume much 

of the budget.   

Vice President Mai commented that he tried to do this for the committee last night and establish 

some base realities of states revenues.  He noted that he did not want to be overstepping, but by 

considering the state’s traditional sources of funds and  the state standard budget, it is likely that 

there is about $100 million available over the standard budget.  So as UW looks at the budget, it 

has to keep this perspective in mind to understand what realistic requests are. 

Vice President Mai noted that compensation is top priority, and UW needs to build a compelling 

case.  He shared how compensation could continue to be funded, and what that looks like in a 

biennial budget.  He commented that other priorities include the Science Initiative, the fiscal 

system request, and operations and maintenance requests.  There was further discussion of 

operations and maintenance and what would be excluded in these sorts of requests.   

Trustee Jeff Marsh commented that when UW compares salaries to other schools, he would like 

to see benefits included so that UW may not be as far out as it thought.  Vice President Mai said 

they were addressing this issue.   

Trustee President Palmerlee asked for a timeline.  Trustee John McKinley noted that in June there 

will be an executive summary so the Board is aware of the priorities.  Trustee President Palmerlee 

commented that UW needs to be more proactive.  UW needs to have a conversation with the 

governor and legislators.  There was further discussion of the timeline for the budget process and 

how it works with the governor’s budget process.   

Trustee Mel Baldwin asked how UW is planning on replacing its reserves.  Vice President Mai 

noted that it would be premature to comment on this.  Vice President Mai noted that it took time 

to build up the reserves, and this was done in the past by not fully allocating all funds generated 
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by tuition raises.  Trustee John McKinley commented that there have been discussions about 

having a contingency fund as part of future construction process in order to avoid the current 

construction issues in the future.  There was further discussion on the reserves, what they mean to 

legislators, and the amount of money UW needs to have in its reserves.   

Trustee Michelle Sullivan stated that she hopes the Board will have these budget conversations.  

UW needs to create a compelling narrative of what Trustees want UW to be.  She noted that they 

could begin with this at the July meeting.  A narrative will inform the board as it makes budget 

decisions.   

The discussion then returned to the reserves, contingencies and cash balances.  Vice President Mai 

noted that there is no formal policy that says what reserves can or cannot be used for.  There was 

also a discussion on the importance of reserves, such as checks clearing and cash flow, as well as 

unanticipated costs.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Science Initiative, Mai/Blake/Brown 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 

Vice President Mai updated the Board on the Science Initiative.  He noted the project was 

beginning on its level 1 and level 2 planning.  He shared the different firms that could be used for 

planning.  Trustee President Dave Palmerlee noted that the Science Initiative board does not have 

a trustee on it, and it does not report to the trustees.  He stated that this has to go through the Board 

because of its capital facilities.   

Vice President Mai agreed that it would have to go through the Board due to its capital construction 

component.  He noted that the Legislature and governor have given direction to this project and 

they are making an appropriation, but the Board has final say as to what happens on campus.   

Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences Greg Brown extended an offer for a Trustees 

to come to the summer Science Initiative meetings.  He noted the goal of the Science Initiative for 

the first phase is to create an integrated teaching and research building with active learning that 

has modern teaching and research labs.  He noted that UW does not have any large rooms for 

active learning on campus, and the new building will provide these.  The building will also house 

collaborative research equipment that many people from different disciplines will be able to use.  

One of these research areas will be an imaging center.  Associate Dean Brown noted that having 

the teaching and the core research together will provide actual experience for students beyond the 

classroom.  Another aspect of the building is the co-location of departments, which will bring 

molecular biology to the academic end of campus.  

Associate Dean Brown explained that they received some funding for this year.  He shared a 

handout with the trustees, which gives updates on the Initiative since the last Board meeting.  He 

stated that the active learning mentorship program is moving forward, with workshops and training 

this summer for faculty and graduate students.  He added that there are about 200 students in 

general biology and active learning instruction has a positive, profound impact on students.  The 

Science Initiative has also started recruiting students for the Wyoming Research Scholars Program.  

One of the major accomplishments of the Science Initiative was the planning kickoff meeting, 

which was a meeting with all faculty and staff to talk about the status of the Science Initiative.  

Over 70 people attended.   

Associate Dean Brown also noted that the Science Initiative has been involved in meetings with 

other units on campus to generate ways that there could be collaboration between the Science 

Initiative and programs like engineering and education.  He also noted that the Science Initiative 
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has been involved with outreach to the state, such as through Rotary visits.  He added that Governor 

Freudenthal will be presenting the keynote address at the Women in Science conference on 

campus.   

Associate Dean Brown commented that he knew the Science Initiative would be successful, but 

that he did not expect it to be as successful this early on.  He noted that the National Science 

Foundation has taken notice, and that UW has responded to calls for proposals.  He stated that he 

expected some of these success one to two years from now, but they are experiencing them now.   

Trustee Dave Palmerlee offered for Trustee Mike Massie to attend meetings.  He also encouraged 

any other trustee who is in town on Wednesday to attend the meetings.  He noted that he is excited 

about the path of this project.   

Trustee Jeff Marsh voiced concern with the size of science classes at the undergraduate level.  He 

asked if active learning will allow those class sizes to be reduced from large numbers to smaller 

numbers. 

Associate Dean Brown cited a study that addresses class size.  He summarized that class size does 

not seem to matter when running an active learning classroom.  He noted that in these high tech 

rooms, students are encouraged to work in small groups.  These classes do not replace labs; instead 

there are 10-15 minutes of lecture and then students are given assignments to work on in group 

settings and then display their results on the screen, and an instructor can share their information.  

Active leaning produces significantly higher learning gains over traditionally taught science 

courses.  He noted that even in large lecture halls, students are often not engaged, with 30-40% at 

any time on a device not paying attention.  He noted that with active learning, attendance increases 

because students are interested and engaged.  He added that he is passionate about active learning, 

and if UW does not build active learning classrooms, it is not being an ethical steward.  Associate 

Dean Brown noted that active learning will transform education, not only in the sciences, but in 

other departments as well.   

Trustee President Dave Palmerlee asked what endowed chairs the Initiative will need.  Associate 

Dean Brown replied that the Initiative does not expect any endowed chairs.  He mentioned that the 

Science initiative has faculty who want to implement active learning.  He noted that the program 

will recruit new faculty who have used active learning when older faculty retire.  He added that 

the program is providing trainings to teach faculty how to implement active learning methods.   

Trustee President Palmerlee asked what metrics will be used to measure the program’s success.  

Associate Dean Brown noted that the program will have metrics, such as graduation rates for 

undergraduates, because active learning and research experiences increase graduation rates.  The 

Wyoming Research Scholars will see an increase in the quality of students, as students can get a 

better education than other big name places.  The program will also measure where graduates are 

placed.  There was further discussion on who would manage the day to day operations of the 

Science Initiative.   
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There was discussion on the amount of money appropriated for the Science Initiative.  Vice 

President Mai shared how much money was appropriated and for which purposes.  There was also 

discussion on recurring programing costs.   

Trustee John MacPherson commented on the capital facilities project plan, and noted that the 

interior and exterior of this building will have to be considered as the project moves forward.  Vice 

President Mai added that the timing is very good for this project, and there is a need for this 

building, as many of the labs are nearing 50 years old.  As a land grant institution, UW needs 

modern labs to support research.  The STEM building will help with the lab space, but this building 

will help with active learning.  He noted that Associate Dean Brown has made great progress on 

this project.  There was further discussion on the budget for this project, including the budget for 

capital facilities.   

Faculty Senate Chair Ed Janak asked if these facilities would be open to all departments for 

instructional purposes and where this building would be located.  Associate Dean Brown replied 

that this building would be open for use by all departments, and there will be periods of the day 

when it is not used by the sciences.  Vice President Mai added that there are four sites for this 

building.  He explained each location and the challenges of each one.  He noted that the level 1 

and 2 planning will evaluate each site in more detail.  He stated that this should be close to other 

facilities to encourage collaboration.   

Trustee Dave True expressed his concern for adding more square footage in relation to UW’s 

operating and maintenance budget, and asked if another building would be removed to compensate 

for it.  Vice President Mai noted that this is being discussed.   

Trustee Michelle Sullivan noted that it is important to track metrics as UW transitions to active 

learning.  This would allow UW to understand how active learning is affecting its students, and 

then this model could be implemented in other places.  She noted that there were creative 

opportunities for teaching and learning from this project.   

Associate Dean Brown responded that Dr. Mark Lyford is interested in this and has been gathering 

data.  He noted that their Life Sciences program has been recognized by the NSF and will receive 

a special certification.  Active learning has been part of its success. 

Trustee President Palmerlee noted that this planning is great, but nothing can replace the passion 

that is contributing to this program.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Capital Facilities Discussion, MacPherson 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 

Trustee John McKinley began by explaining that the design phase II of the Arena Auditorium was 

beyond the scope of the original budget.  He referred the Trustees to page 7 of their handout [see 

below].  The new design of phase II will focus on fan amenities, such as new concessions, 

additional restrooms, and improving existing restroom areas, improving ADA access, and a new 

elevator system.  There will be a grand entryway on the east side, which will include an area for a 

statue of Kenny Sailors and a hall of fame area.  He noted that the exterior issues and landscaping 

are being addressed.  He explained that the club level was removed due to budget constraints. 

Trustee John MacPherson commented that the changes in fan amenities were a top priority.  Once 

those issues were addressed, there were some funds left to create a ‘wow factor’, which will be the 

entryway with the Kenny Sailors statue and hall of fame.  He noted that concerns with the walk 

ways and parking will be addressed.  He shared the total project costs, and noted that the contractor 

will provide adequate bonding for the project.     

Trustee Dick Scarlett asked what would happen to the money solicited from donors for the club 

level, now that it has been removed from the plans.   

Trustee John McKinley responded that he may be incorrect, but his understanding is that those 

funds were not earmarked for club level, and with the consent of the donors, they would be 

reassigned or be returned.  There was also some discussion on putting in the foundation for the 

club level for future development, but that was not cost effective.  There was further discussion on 

exits in the buildings, and how the exit problem will be resolved.   

Trustee President Dave Palmerlee asked where the committee was in regard to developing a new 

construction process.  Trustee MacPherson stated that it will fit within the new process, but that 

process is still being tweaked.  He noted that the motion the committee has prepared addresses this 

subject, and Vice President Rick Miller’s draft will provide for committees for the exterior and 

interior design.  

Trustee Jeff Marsh noted that the construction agreement will continue with CMAR.  However, it 

will not occur until the project has 90% of the drawings completed.  There was discussion on why 

90% was needed, and Vice President Mai noted that this would reduce the risk to UW.  There was 

further discussion on the budget, and if it was an all-in budget.  Vice President Mai stated that this 

was an all-in budget, and the design will fit the budget.  Vice President Miller explained how the 

guaranteed maximum price works, and noted that once the design documents get to the 90% level, 
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the administration will bring a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) to the Board for approval.  

Once the Board approves the GMP, the risk will shift to the contractor.  The 90% design documents 

are important because they will make the contractor more likely to take on the risk of a GMP.  UW 

will not spend more than the GMP.  There was further discussion on how this would relate to 

change orders, and confirmation that there would be contingences.   

There was additional discussion on how the Arena Auditorium was redesigned to meet the budget, 

with the largest cost savings coming from eliminating the club level and from changes to the 

entryway.  There was also a review of how the project developed and how it came to this point in 

the planning phase.   

Trustee John MacPherson moved the following: 

- In working with the A/E firm, the administration is restricted to a budget of 

$17,184,206 for all components associated with the project.  

 

- In the design and construction of this project, the administration shall follow the capital 

facilities process established by the Facilities Construction Committee of the Board, 

including the establishment of an exterior design advisory committee. 

 

- The administration shall submit a proposed Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) for the 

project for approval by the Board that is based on not less than ninety percent (90%) 

construction documents. 

 

Trustee Jeff Marsh seconded the motion.   

 

There were slight adjustments to the motion from Trustee Dave True and Trustee Mike Massie, 

who asked that the wording read “not to exceed the total cost.”  Trustee Marsh agreed and Trustee 

MacPherson moved to include the changes; Trustee John McKinley seconded the amendments.   

Trustee John McKinley noted that this will ensure that the Board is pleased with the exterior and 

that it is consistent with the historical preservation plan.  A vote was taken, and all were in favor.   

Trustee John MacPherson then transitioned the Board to a discussion of the Rochelle Athletic 

Center 2.0.  He read his conflict of interest letter to the Board and declared a conflict of interest.  

Trustee True stated that the Board is losing the benefit of MacPherson’s advice, and wanted to 

note that.  Trustee President Dave Palmerlee stated that the Board can have a discussion about this 

policy and if it needs to be revised.   

Trustee McKinley noted that the Board tabled RAC 2.0 at the March meeting.  However, at this 

time the committee has a motion to proceed with selection of the architectural and engineering 

firms.  Trustee McKinley motioned the following: 

- The administration is authorized to enter into negotiations with Pappas & Pappas in 

association with DLR to provide architectural and engineering services for the High 

Altitude Performance Center, an expansion of the Rochelle Athletic Center. 
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- The administration is authorized to solicit proposals for contractors to serve as the 

Construction Manager at Risk (CMAR) for the project. 

 

- In working with the A/E firm, the administration is restricted to a budget of $44 million, 

including all contingencies and components associated with the project. The 

administration is also authorized to include a separate, additional component for 

scoreboard and stadium graphics in a total additional budget amount not to exceed $4 

million.  This $4 million is in addition to the $44 million. 

 

- In the design and construction of this project, the administration shall follow the capital 

facilities process being established by the Facilities Construction Committee of the 

Board, including the establishment of an exterior design advisory committee. 

 

- The administration shall submit a proposed Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) for the 

project for approval by the Board that is based on not less than ninety percent (90%) 

construction documents. 

 

Trustee Jeff Marsh seconded the motion.     

Trustee Marsh asked if there needed to be an amendment made to the third bullet noting that the 

$4 million would be reimbursed by the athletics department. Trustee McKinley replied that they 

did not need to make this change.    

Trustee McKinley shared about the development of the High Altitude Training Center, and how it 

was funded during the last legislative session.  He stated that it is a component that athletics and 

the football coach feel is necessary for athletic programs to excel at UW.  He explained how the 

current facility will be expanded, and how the new facility will be integrated and fit into the 

location.  He noted that both the scoreboard and the memorial will need to be moved for the 

expansion.   

Trustee Mike Massie asked if motions the Board makes could be printed and distributed to the 

Board in advance so the Board would know what they are voting on.  The document was then 

printed and shared with the Board.  There was further discussion on how the architectural and 

engineering firm was selected, considering the Board is reviewing and modifying its construction 

processes.  There was also discussion on reimbursement and cash flow in relation to moving the 

scoreboard.  The Board took a brief break in order to have the motion printed.  There was a friendly 

amendment made by Trustee Jeff Marsh to chance the wording in the third bullets to restrict the 

budget not to exceed.  Trustee President Palmerlee called for a vote.  All were in favor; Trustee 

John MacPherson excused himself due to a conflict of interest, and Trustee Wava Tully was not 

in the room and did not vote.   

Trustee McKinley then updated the Board on several topics, including the new construction 

delivery process and exterior issues.  Trustee McKinley noted that there have been some issues 

with the construction delivery systems.  The administration has been working hard with the 

committee to address those issues.  One element that the administration is refining is how 
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construction projects are managed.  Currently, they are managed from the beginning to the end by 

a UW project representative whose loyalty and interests rest with the University.  Trustee 

McKinley noted that that refining this system is a work in progress.  He also stated that as a new 

construction process is implemented, there has been discussion on including input on the exterior 

early on in the process.  In addition, Trustee McKinley noted that Vice President and General 

Counsel Rick Miller will update the Board on UW’s CMAR documents to make sure that when 

the University receives a GMP, the entire at risk is on the contractor and not UW.   

Trustee John MacPherson commented that these changes are a result of problems with current 

construction projects on campus.  The committee and administration is developing a process that 

may need additional changes, but in the future this process should prevent some of the current 

problems.   

Trustee Mike Massie referenced UW’s capital facilities plan and noted that it is out of date.  It was 

developed in 2010 with the philosophy that UW should come to the end of this building cycle and 

focus more on internal issues at UW.  He noted that people are complaining that this plan has not 

been updated, as it does not include projects like the Science Initiative or the residence halls.  He 

added that it is helpful to have this plan in hand when advocating for funds at the legislature.  The 

dynamic in the legislature is changing, and community colleges are receiving more capital 

construction dollars than UW is.  He noted that perhaps this committee can address this issue.  

Others agreed.   

Vice President Miller further reviewed the contracting element of construction, and how UW was 

transitioning to be sure that contractors are held to the GMP.  Vice President Mai gave a brief 

update on the Buchanan Center for the Performing Arts and the Half Acre gymnasium.  Trustee 

President Palmerlee thanked Vice President Mai and his staff for all of their hard work.  
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Financial Management and Reporting Discussion, True 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING:  

 

Trustee Dave True thanked the committee for their involvement on this issue.  He stated that the 

committee had two meetings and addressed two issues.  First, the committee discussed how to 

provide current financial reports to the Board.  He noted that those reports were distributed to the 

Trustees.  The second issue the committee addressed was how to move forward with the process 

of developing a campus-wide reporting system.  He noted that the legislature has provided some 

initial funding to address this issue.    

 

Vice President Mai commented that the project is starting to make good progress.  He noted that 

the funding from the legislature was one-time, but there were references made to personnel, which 

indicate more than one-time funding.  He thanked Trustee True and noted that he has good 

background for this topic.  He discussed Section I and Section II two funds, and noted that Section 

I funding is reportable, but it is difficult to report.  He added that Section II funds are more difficult 

on a campus-wide scale.  He stated that he wanted to see UW work together to address Section II 

funding so it is not such a disjointed system.  He noted that Section III funding will be created this 

summer by removing all contracts and grants that are no longer in the reporting in Section II.  He 

stated that UW needs to match $1 million dollars to address this issue, and they are gathering up 

this funding.  He introduced Megan Hanneman, Director of Shared Business Services.  He noted 

that UW is going to hire two additional support staff to help perform analysis of the current system 

and foundation funds.  He added that there would also be additional funding from administration 

and Information Technology for consulting.   

Director Hanneman further explained the section I budget, which is run on a monthly basis and 

will be shared with the Board on a quarterly basis.  She explained the different columns on the 

document and what each means.  She noted that UW is tracking well for this time of year.  There 

was discussion on if this report should be given to the Trustees monthly, even if they do not meet.   

Trustee John McKinley asked what the ‘line item for capital outlays’ means.  Vice President Mai 

noted this funding is for the engineering building, which has not yet been spent.  He explained 

how these funds had been reallocated to the engineering building project.  

Director Hanneman shared the Section II report, and noted that this report was set up like a balance 

sheet and income statement.  She noted that this represents actual activity.  She explained why the 
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report appears to be negative.  She explained how positive and negative activity are noted on the 

report.   

There was a discussion on if UW funds Wyoming Public Radio, and the amount of funding it 

provides.   

Director Hanneman updated the Board on UW’s Pistol financial system.  She commented that she 

anticipated hearing back from consultants next week and then selecting vendors to give a full 

proposal.  She noted that the first step in this project is a needs analysis, and that there have been 

a lot of conversations with users on campus, Trustees, and external constituents.  The next step 

will be to have a business process review to see how UW is conducting business.  After that, UW’s 

technology will be reviewed, and it will be decided if the current system needs updates or if a new 

system is needed.  The next step is to bid for a new system and then implement it.  The Board took 

a break at 10:41 a.m. 
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Introduction and Presentation, Peter Nathanielsz 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING:  

Vice President for Research and Economic Development Bill Gern shared Dr. Peter William 

Nathanielsz’s background, titles, and positions.  He shared how UW is one of the top researchers 

on epigenetics due to Dr. Nathanielsz.  Dr. Natheanielsz has $1 million in research funds.   

Dr. Nathanielsz thanked Vice President Gern, Brett Hess, Steve Ford, and others.  He shared how 

the idea of this research was developed, noting that this first research started due to research on 

pregnant women during the Dutch Hung Winter in 1944.  He noted that the Dutch kept meticulous 

records, and that research showed how malnutrition affected children throughout their lives.  He 

shared several other studies on malnutrition.  He noted that these studies show that what happens 

early in life can determine what happens later in life.  He explained that it is important to 

understand that it is not only someone’s genes that affects them, but what stressors are placed on 

the genes during development.  He added that animal studies are being used to learn more about 

effects on genes.  He also shared why sheep are a good animal to use for these studies.  He noted 

that UW has an incredible opportunity that no one else has due to its sheep facility, and that many 

universities are closing these facilities down.  Dr. Nathanielsz stated that studies done on sheep 

are utilized every day in hospitals, and that these studies are indispensable for human health.  He 

shared several of the studies conducted at the UW facility related to malnutrition.  He again 

emphasized that it is not only people’s genes that affect them, but what the environment does to 

those genes.  He shared examples of other studies showing the importance of phenotypes, such as 

studies of queen bees.  He noted that this research can be used in prevention of issues like obesity 

and diabetes.  There was further discussion on how researching in this area is a great opportunity 

for UW as other schools are closing these programs.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Trustees College of Education Initiative and Endowed Chairs 

Initiative, Palmerlee 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☐ Other Specify: 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 

Trustee President Palmerlee stated that the Trustees Education Initiative will be covered in June, 

and the full packet of information on this Initiative will be distributed then.    

Trustee Mike Massie commented that a situation could arise were there was financial support for 

an initiative that has not yet been defined.  He noted that he would like to make a motion so the 

Board understands that the approval of any grants or contracts that are received for the Education 

Initiative has to be approved by the Board before being accepted.  He didn’t know if this was 

acceptable, but felt it important to be on the record for having a policy regarding this issue.  

Trustee President Palmerlee stated that he would have to clarify with Vice President and General 

Counsel Rick Miller if these grants would need approval.  He did not know if it was necessary for 

the Board to approve these gifts.   

Vice President Miller commented that he was unsure of if the funds would be a grant or gift.  He 

noted that if the funds were a grant, the Board approves all grants already.  He stated that it would 

more than likely be in the form of a grant that the Board would already approve.  Trustee Massie 

responded that he is fine with this and withdrew his motion.     

Trustee Dave Palmerlee then transitioned the Board to a discussion of the Trustees Endowed 

Chairs Initiative.  He noted that the evolution of this Initiative needs significant discussion by the 

Board. He explained that the initiative is contemplating funds for Endowed Chairs from the state.  

He noted that the Education Initiative will be part of the plan for Endowed Chairs.  He commented 

that the Science Initiative may also be part of the Endowed Chairs Initiative.  He noted that the 

Board needs to discuss how all these initiatives will fit together, and there will be time to discuss 

this at the June meeting.   

Trustee John McKinley asked if there was a document developed to help determine where the 

Endowed Chairs would be.  Trustee President Palmerlee noted that there was a list at one time.  

He discussed how Endowed Chairs can be used as recruiting tool for top people.  He also talked 

through the various structures the Initiative could have.  UW President Dick McGinity noted that 

the Endowed Chairs should not work in isolation, and UW’s compensation solutions should be 

considered in the strategic plan.    
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Trustee Michelle Sullivan commented that she hoped the Board could have robust discussion and 

that the Board would not feel obligated to accept a proposal that it has not seen.  She noted that 

she hoped to have clarity around this initiative on how the funding supports the initiative.  She 

noted that she would feel uncomfortable engaging in funding first and developing the vision 

second.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Meeting Schedules, Board Committees and By-Law Changes, 

Palmerlee/Mille 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

☒ Work Session 

☐ Education Session 

☐ Information Item 

☒ Other Specify: Item for Approval  

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 

Trustee President Dave Palmerlee referenced the committee list included in the trustees’ 

packet.  He noted that Vice President and General Counsel Rick Miller has prepared some draft 

amendments to memorialize these committees.  He added that he would like to discuss if the 

committees are established and populated by the Board President.  He asked the Board to approve 

the new committee structure.   

Vice President and General Counsel Miller commented that Trustee bylaws can only be amended 

by vote.  He noted that the materials in the Board packet would need to be adjusted during the 

course of the meeting to clarify the financial committee and biennium budget.  He added that the 

language used to describe the committees was drawn from the charge letters.  The Trustees do not 

necessarily need to change the bylaws for these committees.  He shared past committee 

structure.  He explained the role of the executive committee, and how that was mainly used in the 

early years of the University.  He also discussed the state’s open meeting law.  He shared that the 

executive committee was not needed as technology developed and travel became easier and noted 

it has not be used in a while.    

Trustee John McKinley commented that he did not believe that the Board needed to change the 

bylaws for these committees.  Trustee Jeff Marsh stated that the Board is fluid to some degree, and 

shouldn’t always need to change bylaws for new committees.  Trustee Massie agreed.  He 

motioned that the Board adopt the current committee structure and the members appointed by the 

Trustee President as a matter of Trustee policy.  Trustee Baldwin seconded the motion.  Trustee 

Sullivan agreed.  There was further discussion.  Trustee Massie amended his motion to be that the 

Board adopts the current committee structure as a matter of policy, as it is common knowledge 

that the Board president typically appoints members to these committees.    

Trustee True asked if they could name the document to which Trustee Massie was referring in his 

motion.  Trustee Massie agreed and noted that his motion was that the Board adopts the current 

committees as outlined in document University of Wyoming Trustees’ Committees and Boards 

Updated 5-6-15 @ 1:42 p.m. sms as a matter of policy.  Trustee President Palmerlee called for a 

vote; all were in favor, and the vote passed.   

Trustee Marsh made a second motion to remove the reference to the executive committee from the 

trustee bylaws.  Trustee Bostrom seconded the motion.  Trustee President Palmerlee called for a 

vote; all were in favor, and the vote passed. 
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Friday, May 15, 2015 

Business Meeting 

Marian H. Rochelle Gateway Center, Salons D&E 

 

Trustee President Dave Palmerlee called the meeting to order at 10:18 a.m. 

 

Vice President for Research and Economic Development Bill Gern explained that the Board needs 

to approve contracts and grants.  He shared how much funding is brought into UW by contracts 

and grants.  He shared two specific contracts with the Board, and explained how the NCAR 

supercomputer is supporting some of this research occurring at UW.   There was discussion on 

how the two outstanding professors bringing in this money were recruited.  There was also 

discussion on how much of the funds go directly to the researcher versus to indirect costs.  There 

was further discussion on indirect costs and rate setting for indirect costs.   

 

Roll Call 

Secretary for the Board of Trustees, Jeff Marsh, took roll. Trustees participating: Dave Bostrom, 

Larry Gubbels, John MacPherson, Jeff Marsh, Dave Palmerlee, Dave True, Wava Tully. Ex-officio 

Trustees: University President Dick McGinity and ASUW President Brian Schueler were in 

attendance.  Superintendent of Public Instruction Jillian Balow was not in attendance; Chief 

Academic Officer Brent Bacon participated on her behalf.  Executive Director of the Wyoming  

Approval of Board of Trustees’ Meeting Minutes 

 March 25-27, 2015 

 April 6, 2015 

 April 13, 2015 

 

Approval of Executive Session Meeting Minutes 

 March 25-27, 2015 

 April 6, 2015 

 April 13, 2015   

 

Trustee President Palmerlee asked for a motion to approve the minutes.  Trustee Mike Massie moved 

and Trustee Dick Scarlett seconded. All were in favor; the vote passed unanimously.    

 

Election of Officers 

Trustee Dave Bostrom moved that the current officers continue for the next year.  He stated that they 

have done well in their positions.  Trustee Larry Gubbels seconded.  All were in favor; the vote passed 

unanimously. 

 

Reports 

ASUW 

ASUW President Brian Schueler updated the Board on the Student Memorial Plaza project.  He noted 

that the plans were approved this week, and this has been a five-year project.  He explained the nature 

and the background of the project.  There was further discussion on who would be doing the bidding 
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and construction.  He also noted that ASUW passed 15 additional bills, but two were vetoed by former 

ASUW President Ahmed Balogun.   
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Staff Senate 

Staff Senate Chair Rachel Stevens stated that Staff Senate reviewed two resolutions in April 

regarding electronic cigarettes and anti-retaliation, and explained both in detail.  She commented 

on the presidential search and shared the results of a survey on the characteristics of the next 

president.   She noted that people responded that they could not comment on characteristics of the 

next president until the objective of the search is made clear.   She also noted that staff recognition 

day was successful, with a number of staff who celebrated 40-, 35-, and 10-year anniversaries.  

She invited all trustees to the Staff Senate retreat in July.  She ended by commenting that UW 

should participate in a free program sponsored by the Chronical of Education that gives UW data 

about what working and not working on campus from the perspective of different programs.  There 

was further discussion on the statistical methods used in the Staff Senate Presidential Search 

survey.   

 

Faculty Senate 
Faculty Senate Chair Ed Janak stated that he appreciated the work done by the administrators and 

staff in Old Main to get the following bills processed quickly.   He reviewed the bills passed by 

Faculty Senate, such as streamlining the first year in the tenure and promotion process, a dual-

degree program within the Law program, add and drop dates for classes, and dropping the 

requirement for upper division hours from 48 to 42.  He further explained the last bill and the credit 

hours, noting that this will give students, particularly outreach and transfer students, more 

flexibility.   He added that Faculty Senate also had a discussion about establishing a graduate 

school on campus.  He stated that there are a lot of mixed emotions related to this topic, but there 

is a widespread benefit that would come from a centralized school.  He hoped that this discussion 

would occur this summer.    

Faculty Senate Chair Janak stated that he wanted to end his report with a couple of notes, as this 

is his last meeting and he will no longer be an employee at UW.  He noted that this year there has 

been an increase in communication and transparency, and that Faculty Senate appreciates this.   He 

stated that the Board should we aware that people are leaving UW.  UW is a great place for junior 

faculty to gain their footing, but then they move on.  He encouraged the Board to request data on 

the numbers of retirements and data, as they are high.  He noted that there is a high cost in turnover.  

He explained that faculty leave for a variety of reasons, not only salary.  He agreed with Staff 

Senate Chair Rachel Stevens, and encouraged UW to undergo the Chronical of Higher Education 

study.  He emphasized that UW needs to focus on people.  He also reminded the Board that 

excellence comes in many forms.  UW loves to talk about big dollar grants, but UW only receives 

these grants because there are faculty members with 65% teaching loads that allow other faculty 

to do research.   There was further discussion on the graduate school, exit interviews, and turnover. 

Public Testimony 

[Held Wednesday, May 13, 2015, at 9:00 a.m. – There was no testimony given.] 
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Committee of the Whole- REGULAR BUSINESS 

Board of Trustees Committee Reports 

[Note-Committees of the Board were discussed during a regular work session of the 

meeting.  Those listed below provided reports during the regular Business meeting.] 

 

Trustee Standing Committees 

Audit and Fiscal Integrity Committee (“Audit Committee”) 

Janet Lowe/Kathleen Miller; Jeff Marsh (Chair) 

 

Trustee Jeff Marsh commented that the audit committee met Tuesday evening, and that the 

committee was working through a few issues with Tranpark.  He also stated that Internal Auditor 

Kathleen Miller has a new associate in her office.   He noted that the committee is looking to have 

a conference call during the first week of June to discuss changes in investment policy that will be 

shared with the Board at the June meeting.  He asked that the committee be added to the June 15, 

2015 agenda.   
 

Liaison to Other Boards 
 

 UW Alumni Association Board – Wava Tully 

Executive Director of the Alumni Association Keener Fry commented that the Trustees 

have the Alumni Association report in their packet.  He noted that the Alumni Association 

is tailoring their programing to UW’s objectives from the strategic plan.  He added that 

they are also developing campus partnerships, and that it makes sense to work with 

departments like Admissions, Cowboy Joe, and the Center for Advising and Career 

Services. He noted that the Association pays personal attention to every alumnus, and that 

they are on the front lines to represent UW.  He discussed the 120 year celebration and the 

150 events reaching 20,000 alumni. He discussed the success of the basketball season and 

the new location of the Alumni Association in the Gateway Center.   He stated that the 

Association will continue to grow its alumni networks.   

 Foundation Board – Jeff Marsh & Dave Bostrom 

Trustees Dave Bostrom and Jeff Marsh discussed engineering and the Baker Hughes gift 

to UW.  They noted that information regarding the Engineering building would come 

through the Facilities Committee.   

 Haub School of Environment & Natural Resources – Michelle Sullivan 

Trustee Michelle Sullivan noted that she has been in touch with Director Indy Burke.  She 

reference the winner of the Spitaleri Award, as she was a Haub School graduate.  She 

shared several of the school’s current projects.   

 Energy Resources Council – Dave True 

Trustee Dave Trustee shared about Richard Horner’s carbon engineering project at UW, 

and the economic drivers for this project.  He shared the profiles of the students graduating 

from the School of Energy Resources this spring.  He also shared information on the Baker 

Hughes gift announcement, upcoming conferences, and summer road shows.    
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 Cowboy Joe – John McKinley 

Trustee John McKinley noted that the Cowboy Joe Club Board held a meeting before the 

spring football game and covered four issues, including the High Altitude training center 

and state matches for funds.  He noted that they were beginning to raise matching funds.   

 

Committee of the Whole- Consent Agenda 

1. Approval of Contracts and Grants, Gern  

2. Approval of Personnel, Jones (removed from consent agenda by Trustee President Dave 

Palmerlee; voted on separately by the Board) 

3. Master List of Degrees, Jones 

4. Revisions to Trustee By-Laws and Committee Structure, Miller/Palmerlee 

5. Approval of Architect-Engineer for the Science Initiative Facility, Phase I, Levels I and II, 

Mai 

6. Revisions to UW Regulations, Miller/Jones 

 Revisor’s Bill” – Approval of Changes to UW Regulations 6-400, 6-711, 7-490, 7-

510, 7-530, and 7-560 

 Approval of Modifications to UW Regulation 1-102 

 SB 330, A Bill to Revise UW Regulation 5-803, Reappointment, Tenure and 

Promotion Procedures for University Faculty 

 SB 334, A Bill to Revise UW Regulation 6-404, University Undergraduate Degree 

Requirements 

 SB 335, A Bill to Revise UW Regulation 8-238, Procedures for Change of 

Registration 

 SB 333, A Bill to Revise UW Regulation 6-805(3)(d) Regarding Dual Degrees 

Awarded by the College of Law 

7. Approval of Fiscal Year 2015 Budget Authority Increase – Mai (added by Trustee 

Bostrom; second Trustee Baldwin during Work Session) 

 

Trustee President Dave Palmerlee reviewed the consent agenda and asked for questions.  

Trustee Dave Bostrom moved to approve the consent agenda.  Trustee Michelle Sullivan seconded.   

Trustee Mel Baldwin noted a conflict of interest on the personnel section, and stated that he would 

not vote.  Trustee President Palmerlee removed the personnel section from the consent agenda.  

Trustee President Palmerlee called for a vote; all were in favor, and the vote passed.    

Approval of Personnel  

Trustee Jeff Marsh moved to approve the personnel section.  Trustee Gubbels seconded.  Trustee 

President Palmerlee called for a vote; all were in favor, and the vote passed.  Trustee Baldwin 

excused himself due to a conflict of interest.   
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Other Action Taken: 

Thursday, May 14, 2015 

9:10 a.m. 

 

Phase II – Arena Auditorium 

Trustee John MacPherson provided the following motion: 

 

1. In working with the A/E firm, the administration is restricted to a budget not to 

exceed $17,184,206 for all components associated with the project.  

2. In the design and construction of this project, the administration shall follow 

the capital facilities process established by the Facilities Construction 

Committee of the Board, including the establishment of an exterior design 

advisory committee as the same may be amended from time to time. 

3. The administration shall submit a proposed Guaranteed Maximum Price 

(GMP) for the project for approval by the Board that is based on not less than 

ninety percent (90%) construction documents. 

 

Trustee Jeff Marsh seconded the motion.  Discussion followed. 

Trustee Mike Massie commented that on the first part of the motion, he requested clarification that 

this is specific to Phase II for the $17 million.  Trustee True inquired if the motion stated the exact 

dollar amount, or “not to exceed” language?  He recommended it state, “restricted to a budget of . 

. .” in case of budget not to exceed the specific amount.  It was noted that these are friendly 

amendments to the original motion.  Trustee McKinley seconded the friendly amendments. 

 

Trustee Gubbels inquired about what would happen if the Trustees and the University are not 

happy with the architectural appearance of the building, to which Trustee McKinley commented 

that the athletics department and the architect, Sally Means, have ensured that all will be pleased 

with the appearance of the building taking into account the historical preservation plan and the 

comments from the Facilities Committee.  Vote was taken and the motion with the friendly 

amendments (inserted above) passed unanimously. 

 

RAC 2.0 (High Altitude Performance Center) 

At the beginning of discussion of this topic, Trustee John MacPherson noted a conflict of interest 

(memo from Trustee MacPherson included at the end of this section), distributed and read a memo 

he prepared for the full Board, and excused himself from the meeting room.  As Trustee 

MacPherson exited the room, Trustee True expressed his disappointment in losing Trustee 

MacPherson from this discussion due to a conflict.  He then requested that the topic, “Conflict of 

Interest Policy” be discussed at an upcoming meeting. 

 

Trustee John McKinley provided the following motion: 

 

1. The administration is authorized to enter into negotiations with Pappas & 

Pappas in association with DLR to provide architectural/engineering services 
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for the High Altitude Performance Center, an expansion of the Rochelle 

Athletic Center. 

2. The administration is authorized to solicit proposals for contractors to serve as 

the Construction Manager at Risk (CMAR) for the project. 

3. In working with the A/E firm, the administration is restricted to a budget not to 

exceed $44 million including all contingencies and components associated with 

the project. 

4. The administration is also authorized to include a separate, additional 

component for scoreboard and stadium graphics in a total additional budget 

amount not to exceed $4 million.  This $4 Million is in addition to the $44 

Million. 

5. In the design and construction of this project, the administration shall follow 

the capital facilities process being established by the Facilities Construction 

Committee of the Board, including the establishment of an exterior design 

advisory committee. 

6. The administration shall submit a proposed Guaranteed Maximum Price 

(GMP) for the project for approval by the Board that is based on not less than 

ninety percent (90%) construction documents. 

 

Trustee Marsh seconded the motion. 

 

Trustee Massie proposed an amendment to item 3 to include language that the $4 million is in 

addition to the $44 million.  He also inquired if it needs to be noted that athletics will provided 

reimbursement of these funds, to which Trustee McKinley noted that it does not need to be stated. 

 

Trustee Palmerlee then requested that Trustee McKinley provide a brief background about this 

project and discussions and actions leading up to this date. 

 

President McGinity recommended that a friendly amendment be made to separate item 3 to provide 

clarity on the separate parts of the projects.  Trustee Marsh moved to approve that friendly 

amendment; Trustee Scarlettt seconded the motion which passed unanimously. 

 

Vote was taken and the final motion, which included friendly amendments, which passed 

unanimously.  Note- Trustee MacPherson recused himself from discussion and was not included 

in the vote. 

 

Thursday, May 14, 2015 

9:10 a.m. 

 

Presidential Search 

Trustee John MacPherson provided the following motion: 

 

Move that the Board of Trustees adopt an open process in the presidential search 

in which the names and application materials of the finalists are made public.  
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Further, the finalists shall attend interviews with and make presentations to 

students, staff, faculty and members of the public on the UW Laramie campus, 

through the compressed video network and perhaps elsewhere in the state as 

scheduled by UW. 

 

Move that presidential candidate finalists shall visit the UW campus and any other 

locations in the state that UW may arrange during the initial weeks of the 2016 

spring semester but no later than February 29th. 

 

Motion to amend the motion passed at the April BOT meeting that created the 

Presidential Search Planning Committee to extend its mission to developing a plan 

that provides the mechanisms, time-line and other details for the search, vetting 

and selection of a new UW president.  The committee shall submit its proposed plan 

to the entire board at least one week before the June 15, 2015 board meeting, where 

it will be reviewed. The board president may expand the committee’s membership 

by one board member. 

 

Trustee Massie seconded the motion.  A vote was taken and the motion passed unanimously.  

Trustee Palmerlee identified Trustee Dave Bostrom as the new member of the committee. 

 

Friday, May 15, 2015 

9:25 a.m. 

 

Trustee Committees and Bylaws 

 

Trustee President Dave Palmerlee transitioned the Board to a discussion of Trustee Committees 

and bylaws, and noted that the Board needed to approve the new committee structure, which was 

given to the Board as a document in their packet.  He then asked Vice President and General 

Counsel Rick Miller to share comments with the Board.  Vice President Miller noted that the 

bylaws could only be amended by vote, and noted that language defining the role of the committees 

was taken from the committee’s charge letter.  He noted that it was the Board’s decision if they 

wanted to put these committees into the bylaws or not. Vice President Miller noted that the 

committee language that is most problematic is that of the executive committee, which was a 

committee that was used in the early years of the University.  This committee was used to vest 

power in trustees who lived in Laramie, as the non-Laramie trustees were not always able to travel 

to Laramie to make decisions.  However, today this is not an issue, and the executive committee 

has not been utilized in several years.   

 

Trustee John McKinley noted that he did not believe that the Board needed to change the bylaws, 

as some committees are short term and some are long term.   

 

Trustee Jeff Marsh agree and noted the Board needs the flexibility to change and adjust committees 

as needed. 
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Trustee Mike Massie agreed and motioned that the Board should adopt the present committee 

structure and members as appointed by the trustee President as a matter of trustee policy.  Trustee 

Mel Baldwin seconded.  There was further discussion, and trustees noted that the inclusion of 

appointed by the Trustee President could be left out, as this is already policy.  Trustee Mike Massie 

agreed and amended his motion.  Trustee Dave True asked if the name of the document Trustee 

Mike Massie was references could be added to the motion.  Trustee Mike Massie agreed and 

amended his motion.   

 

The final motion consisted that the Board should adopt the current committee structure as 

referenced in the Trustees’ Committees and Boards document dated 5-6-15 at 1:42 p.m., as a 

matter of trustee policy.  (see document below) 

 

Trustee President Dave Palmerlee called for a vote.  The motion passed unanimously. 

 

Trustee Jeff Marsh clarified that the executive committee was still in the bylaws, and motioned to 

remove the executive committee from the bylaws.  Trustee Dave Bostrom seconded.  The motion 

passed unanimously.   

 

New Business 

There was no new business.  

 

Old Business 

There was no old business. 

 

Date of Next Meeting 

June 15, 2015; Laramie Wyoming 

 

Adjournment 

The meeting adjourned at 11:40 a.m.  

 

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 

Shannon Sanchez      Laura Wespetal 

Deputy Secretary, Board of Trustees    Senior Administrative Assistant  
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